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Orderly recruitment of motor units under
optical control in vivo
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A drawback of electrical stimulation for muscle control is that
large, fatigable motor units are preferentially recruited before
smaller motor units by the lowest-intensity electrical cuff
stimulation. This phenomenon limits therapeutic applications
because it is precisely the opposite of the normal physiological
(orderly) recruitment pattern; therefore, a mechanism to
achieve orderly recruitment has been a long-sought goal in
physiology, medicine and engineering. Here we demonstrate
a technology for reliable orderly recruitment in vivo. We find
that under optical control with microbial opsins, recruitment
of motor units proceeds in the physiological recruitment
sequence, as indicated by multiple independent measures
of motor unit recruitment including conduction latency,
contraction and relaxation times, stimulation threshold and
fatigue. As a result, we observed enhanced performance
and reduced fatigue in vivo. These findings point to an
unanticipated new modality of neural control with broad
implications for nervous system and neuromuscular physiology,
disease research and therapeutic innovation.
A typical muscle is comprised of many thousands of fibers that contain its contractile machinery. Rather than controlling each fiber individually, the nervous system controls motor units, which are groups
of fibers innervated by a single motor neuron. These motor units vary
in size, from several fibers to several thousand fibers, and in the type
of constituent muscle fibers. Small motor units have small-diameter
axons typically innervating slow muscle fibers that are fatigue resistant, whereas large motor units have large-diameter axons that typically innervate faster muscle fibers that are more fatigable1,2. In 1957,
Elwood Henneman et al.2,3 discovered that motor units are recruited
in order, from small to large, with increasing levels of motor activation. Henneman’s size principle has become one the major tenets of
neurophysiology and provides the biophysical basis for the recruitment of the smallest, most fatigue-resistant fibers for tasks that require
fine motor control over long periods of time while reserving larger
motor units for brief bursts of high force production4,5.
Small motor neurons have small cell bodies with fewer parallel
ion channels and tend to have higher input resistance than large
motor neurons6. Small motor neurons therefore respond to a given

synaptic current with a greater change in membrane potential, causing them to reach the threshold for initiation of an action potential
with less synaptic current than large motor neurons6. Under electrical
stimulation of a motor nerve by a cuff, however, larger myelinated
axons are typically recruited at lower applied voltages than smaller
myelinated axons, although sometimes this order is more random
(Supplementary Methods)7–9. This reverse or random recruitment
order of motor units by electrical stimulation makes it difficult to
modulate and maintain muscle force10.
Recent discoveries have made it possible to stimulate mammalian
neurons with pulses of light11,12. This is done by genetically inserting
a photo-activatable protein into the desired neuron. For example,
the membrane-targeted photoactivated cation channel channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) from the alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has
enabled millisecond-precision control of central nervous system
neurons in response to brief pulses of light11,12. We explored the possibility of recruiting motor neurons by photoactivation, reasoning that
if photoactive channel density were similar in large and small axons,
the higher input resistance of smaller motor neurons6 would result in
greater membrane potential changes in response to fixed conductance
changes. Smaller motor units would then be activated before larger
motor units, achieving the goal of orderly recruitment.
RESULTS
Characterization of Thy1::ChR2 expression in mouse motor neurons
To achieve microbial opsin expression in peripheral nerves, we used
a transgenic mouse line expressing the ChR2-YFP fusion protein
under the Thy1 promoter, which drives robust expression in neurons
of both the central and peripheral nervous systems13, including lower
motor and dorsal root ganglion neurons (Fig. 1a,b). We quantified
the distribution of the YFP-tagged channels within motor axons of a
Thy1::ChR2 mouse by examining cross-sections of the sciatic nerve
both parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the motor axons
(Fig. 1a,b). Nodal and internodal regional anatomy and morphology
appeared normal, indicative of a suitable preparation for exploration of optical recruitment (Fig. 1b). Using confocal microscopy, we
found no correlation between axon size and fluorescent intensity in
the transverse sections (Fig. 1c, R2 = 0.0021, P = 0.88). The observed
ChR2-YFP fusion protein abundance was found to systematically
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vary along the axolemma (Fig. 1d), with a distribution well suited
to the prospect of optical control; the fluorescence intensity at the
center of the nodal region represented a minimum along the intermodal distance (probably owing to local packing of Na+ channels)14,
whereas the fluorescence intensity in the perinodal region represented
a maximum.
Force and electromyographic response to optical stimulation
We next characterized motor unit recruitment in these mice using
optical stimulation by measuring whole-muscle parameters in vivo.
In large animals such as cats, motor unit recruitment can be characterized by first isolating individual motor units at the ventral root to
determine motor unit type by their contractile properties. Once the
motor units have been typed, their recruitment order can be determined pairwise by stimulation known to elicit orderly recruitment,
such as a homonymous muscle stretch reflex1,15. In small animals
such as mice, however, this technique is impractical. We therefore
used optical or electrical cuffs around the sciatic nerve in Thy1::ChR2
or control mice (Fig. 2). Stimuli provided via the cuffs evoked electrical and contractile responses of the muscle. We measured muscle
electrical response (M wave) by fine-wire electromyographic (EMG)
electrodes placed in a belly-tendon configuration, whereas we mea
sured contractile force output by a force transducer attached to the
Achilles tendon (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Methods). The medial
gastrocnemius, the lateral gastrocnemius and the soleus have free
Figure 2 Optogenetic control of peripheral nerve. (a) An optical or
electrical cuff is placed around the sciatic nerve of an anesthetized Thy1::
ChR2 mouse. Inset photomicrograph: custom-designed light-emitting
diode–based optical cuff. Fine-wire EMG leads are placed in the muscle of
interest; EMG plot shows a typical response from optical stimulation. The
Achilles tendon is fixed to a force transducer; force traces show typical
raw data of contractions at various frequencies of optical stimulation. The
sag in force after initial stimulation seen in optical stimulation probably
arises from the biophysical properties of the ChR2 channel itself. An
example EMG trace is shown for 500 ms at 60 Hz stimulation. (b) Typical
raw EMG and force traces from twitches elicited by optical and electrical
stimulations in Thy1::ChR2 mice and control C57BL/6 mice. The colored
bars near each trace indicate the duration of stimulation.
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Figure 1 ChR2 in mouse sciatic nerve. (a) Confocal image of sciatic nerve
in cross-section. Red, fluorescently labeled laminin of the basal lamina
of the peripheral nerve. Green, YFP fluorescence expressed from ChR2YFP fusion protein expressed under control of the Thy1 promoter. Scale
bar, 50 μm. (b) Confocal image of sciatic nerve in longitudinal section;
staining as in a, illustrating several nodes of Ranvier. Scale bar, 50 μm.
(c) YFP fluorescence intensity versus motor axon size in cross-section
(n = 4). (d) Average YFP fluorescence intensity parallel to the long axis
of sampled axons, where the origin indicates the center of the node of
Ranvier (n = 15, shaded region represents s.d.).

tendons that attach to the distal end of the Achilles tendon. To mea
sure medial gastrocnemius muscle forces (Figs. 2 and 3), we detached
the free tendons of the other muscles not being measured from the
Achilles tendon and manually separated the medial gastrocnemius
from the adjacent muscles without interrupting the neurovascular
supply to the medial gastrocnemius.
The tetanus response generated by optical stimulation (Fig. 2a and
Supplementary Fig. 1) differs from a typical electrically stimulated
tetanus response. The steady-state force value during a tetanus
response from optical stimulation approached approximately one-half
of its initial peak value (Fig. 2a). This characteristic mirrors the peak–
steady-state relationship of ChR2 channels expressed in neurons when
exposed to light12 and probably does not affect twitch measurements
due to the longer time course of this property. The twitch responses
generated by optical stimulation from the medial gastrocnemius
(Fig. 2b) differ from twitches evoked by electrical stimulation in
terms of contraction and relaxation times (Fig. 3c,d). Optical stimulation produced no stimulation artifact in the EMG response. There was
no response to optical stimulation in control mice (Fig. 2b), indicating that optical stimulation occurs by photostimulation of the ChR2
channels and not by heat or electrical means.
To compare electrical and optical stimulation across a range of
intensities, we calculated the rectified integrated EMG (iEMG) from
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Measures of orderly recruitment using optical stimulation
Motor axon conduction latency is a widely used measure of motor
unit recruitment, given that smaller axons have slower conduction
speeds and longer latencies for a given distance15,19. Typical measurements of latency record conduction along a nerve only; however, we
measured latency (Fig. 3b) as the time between the nerve stimulus
and the depolarization measured on EMG (M wave), because the
physical size of our operative field did not allow us to record from two
places along the cut sciatic nerve without introducing error. Latencies
measured under optical stimulation for all intensities (ranging from
2.18 ± 0.02 ms to 1.72 ± 0.13 ms) were significantly longer than latencies
under electrical stimulation (ranging from 1.15 ± 0.05 ms to 0.99 ±
0.01 ms, P < 0.01 in all cases). At the lowest levels of activity
(12 mV ms), the latency decreased under optical stimulation (P <
0.01) but not under electrical stimulation (P = 0.11). This suggested
that smaller axons are recruited preferentially at the lowest levels of
optical stimulation but not under electrical stimulation. Latency did
not decrease with optical stimulation at activities greater than 2 mV
ms, presumably because the medial gastrocnemius is innervated by
only a small fraction of small motor units20.
Other measures of motor unit recruitment, the contraction and
relaxation times21,22, also suggested orderly recruitment with optical
stimulation. Contraction time (Fig. 3c), the time required for twitch
tension to increase from 10% of peak force to peak force, was significantly longer using optical stimulation (11.1 ± 0.1 ms) at the lowest levels of muscle activity when compared to electrical stimulation
(8.8 ± 0.1 ms, P < 0.01). In contrast, at the highest levels of muscle activity, contraction time using optical and electrical stimulation was not significantly different (8.3 ± 0.1 ms, P = 0.60) (Fig. 3c).
Furthermore, relaxation time (time required from twitch tension to
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raw EMG data over the time interval required for activity to return
to within 0.05 mV of zero in each trial and compared average peak
force during a twitch to the iEMG response (Fig. 3a). The shape
of the force relationship under voluntary conditions is thought to
be recruitment order dependent16; however, we found that overall
response characteristics were similar between electrical and optical stimulation. Average peak twitch forces achieved by electrical
stimulation were slightly higher than average peak twitch forces
with optical stimulation (1.24 ± 0.19 body weights versus 1.12 ±
0.04 body weights; P < 0.01; average body weight = 0.258 ± 0.01 N).
Twitch forces for both classes of stimulation were also consistent with
previous measurements17,18.
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Figure 3 Orderly recruitment and fatigue resistance with optical
stimulation. Each point represents the mean ± s.e.m. (optical, n = 5
mice, 625 trials; electrical, n = 5 mice, 573 trials; *P < 0.01). Error bars
are present at all points and may be smaller than the data-point markers
throughout the figure. (a) Peak force during a single twitch versus rectified
iEMG for both electrical and optical stimulation. (b) Average latency
measured from initiation of stimuli to detection of EMG. (c) Average
contraction time measured from 10% of peak force to peak force.
(d) Average relaxation time measured from peak force to 10% of peak force.
(e) Average tetanic tension over 2 min in muscle being stimulated with
250-ms trains at 1 Hz using electrical and optical stimulation (n = 7,
shaded region is s.e.m., average body weight (BW) = 0.258 ± 0.01 N,
2 BW is approximately 20% of maximal isometric tension, Supplementary
Methods). (f) Average fatigue index for electrical and optical stimulation,
measured as decline in tetanic tension over 2 min (n = 7). (g) Exemplar
tetanic tension from a single mouse using both optical and electrical
stimulation in hindlimbs over 20 min.
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fall from peak force to 10% of peak force; Fig. 3d) was significantly
longer at the lowest level of muscle activity using optical stimulation
(21.7 ± 0.4 ms) than electrical stimulation (17.4 ± 0.7 ms, P < 0.01),
whereas relaxation time at the highest levels of muscle activity were
not significantly different between the different types of stimulation
(14.5 ± 0.1 ms, P = 0.10). The measurements of contraction and relaxation times, which are consistent with other data17,23, both imply that
at the lowest levels of muscle activity optical stimulation preferentially
recruits slower motor units.
To test whether optical stimulation of muscle elicits less fatigue than
electrical stimulation, we measured tetanic tension generated by the
plantarflexor group (lateral gastrocnemius, medial gastrocnemius,
soleus and plantaris) of mice using optical and electrical stimulation to activate motor units regardless of their origin in a particular
muscle. The fatigability of muscle fibers is affected by multiple factors,
including the frequency of stimulation, and is known to be highly
plastic under chronic electrical stimulation24; however, all para
meters were held constant between the electrical and optical stimulation, and we assumed no plastic changes during the short time of
our trials. At stimulation intensities in each modality that initially
elicited a force of two times the body weight for each unfatigued
mouse (Supplementary Methods), the force generated by the muscle
declined much more rapidly with electrical stimulation than with
optical stimulation (Fig. 3e). Indeed, the fatigue index, defined as the
average tetanic tension of the last train divided by the average tetanic
tension in the first train, was strikingly smaller in trials using electrical stimulation (0.11 ± 0.09) than in those using optical stimulation
(0.56 ± 0.09, P < 0.01; Fig. 3f). When we extended the fatigue protocol
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to 20 min in an individual mouse in the contralateral hindlimbs,
electrical stimulation diminished tetanic tension completely after
4 min, whereas optical stimulation continued to elicit 32% of the
initial tension after the 20-min trial (Fig. 3g). These data reveal
robustly enhanced performance of the system in the case of optical
stimulation, which would be expected from orderly recruitment.
Recruitment of small motor units with optical stimulation
Differential motor unit recruitment may also enable differential
control of distinct muscles that are controlled by the same peripheral
nerve. To explore this possibility, we compared the recruitment of two
muscles, the soleus and the lateral gastrocnemius (Fig. 4). The soleus
contains 58 ± 2% slow oxidative fibers and 0% fast glycolytic fibers,
whereas the lateral gastrocnemius has 1 ± 3% slow oxidative fibers20
and 69 ± 13% fast glycolytic fibers. Smaller motor units have smaller
axons and tend to have higher compositions of slow oxidative fibers25,
and thus we expected that soleus motor units would be recruited before
the faster motor units of the lateral gastrocnemius with larger motor
units and larger axons, as reported in other recruitment studies26. We
found under optical stimulation that soleus (14.9 ± 1.9 mW mm−2)
reached 95% peak activity at a significantly lower optical intensity than
lateral gastrocnemius (Fig. 4a,c, 24.4 ± 1.9 mW mm2, P < 0.01). We
also found that the electrical stimulation used to evoke 95% of peak
activity in soleus (0.64 ± 0.15 V) and lateral gastrocnemius (0.64 ±
0.09 V) was not significantly different (Fig. 4b,d, P = 0.98). These
findings suggest that slower muscle fibers are preferentially recruited
by optical stimulation before faster fibers; however, it is impossible to
know the order of motor unit recruitment without knowing the size
distribution of the motor axons innervating each muscle. Therefore, to
analyze axon size distribution and to identify any bias in the location
of the axons innervating each muscle within the cross-section of the
peripheral nerve, we injected a retrograde dye (Fast Blue) intramuscularly into the muscles of interest to backfill only the axons innervating
the muscle in which it was injected27. We found in cross-sections of
the sciatic nerve (Fig. 4) that soleus and lateral gastrocnemius do not
contain significantly different numbers of motor axons (Fig. 4e, 53.5 ±
4.9 axons for the solueus and 55.0 ± 3.7 axons for the lateral gastrocnemius, P = 0.71). However, the average motor axon innervating the
lateral gastrocnemius had a significantly larger diameter than those
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innervating the soleus (6.7 ± 0.16 μm for the solueus and 4.5 ± 0.17 μm
for the lateral gastrocnemius, P < 0.01). Quantitative histology
revealed that soleus axons tended to be at a greater distance from the
outer nerve sheath than lateral gastrocnemius axons (Fig. 4f), indicating that soleus axons were not exposed to higher intensities of light
than lateral gastrocnemius axons (Supplementary Methods). These
observations support the premise that small motor units are preferentially recruited with optical stimulation and that the observed difference in optical intensity required for peak muscle activity in soleus
and lateral gastrocnemius is not influenced by either the number of
axons or the position of those axons within the peripheral nerve.
DISCUSSION
Together, these data demonstrate that optical stimulation achieves
the elusive goal of orderly recruitment and can markedly enhance
functional performance. The ability to preferentially recruit slower
motor units with optical stimulation has potentially enormous functional significance. Functional electrical stimulation systems have
been developed to serve as neuroprosthetics for individuals with
paralysis but have not been adopted widely in part because of early
onset fatigue due to reversed or random motor unit recruitment7,28.
A number of complex electrical stimulation strategies have been
developed that replicate orderly recruitment under controlled circumstances29,30. However, optical stimulation of motor neurons is a
fundamentally different approach that may solve the motor recruitment problem by stimulating motor units closer to their physiological
recruitment pattern without having to suppress large motor units typically required with electrical stimulation. This unique approach is
compatible with other forms of optogenetics31,32, pointing to unprecedented levels of control over motor function. These techniques are
currently limited to research in animals; however, recent advances
in human gene therapy33,34 point the way toward eventual clinical
applications of this technology. For example, many motor neuron
diseases result from overactivity (such as spasticity resulting from
cerebral palsy, stroke and traumatic brain injury)35; in these cases
the light-sensitive Cl− pump (halorhodopsin) could be employed
as an inhibitory gate to control when motor units are activated36.
Additionally, individual motor units or individual muscles could
be essentially ‘color-coded’ with the devices and principles outlined
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here to control individual elements within a muscle volume. This
technique opens the door to a vast array of new studies involved in
mapping and control of the peripheral nervous system for clinical
and bioengineering applications.
Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/naturemedicine/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Medicine website.
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Nerve microscopy. Fresh mouse sciatic nerve was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min and washed in PBS. The samples were then embedded in
5% low–melting-point agarose and cut (into 50-μm slices) with a vibratome.
The sections were labeled with antibodies to tau (Abcam) and lamin (Dako).
The sections were imaged on a confocal microscope (Leica, DM6000).
The number, size and fluorescence intensity of the motor axons (≥3 μm and
G ratio ≥ 0.5)37,38 were determined by manual analysis in ImageJ (US National
Institutes of Health).
In vivo studies. All studies were approved by Stanford University Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee. Normal-appearing, lab-bred 9-12-week-old
Thy1-ChR2 or C57BL/6 control mice were anesthetized, and the hindlimb was shaved and fixed in a frame. The Achilles tendon was freed by
cutting the distal end of the calcaneous to a force transducer (Aurora
Scientific, 300C-LR) by thin steel wire. An optical cuff, made of 16 lightemission diodes (Rohm, SMLP12BC7T, 465 nm) arranged in a concentric
perimeter facing the peripheral nerve center, or a bipolar hook electrical
cuff was inserted around the exposed sciatic nerve that was cut proximal
to the site of stimulation (Supplementary Fig. 1). In most cases, optical
and electrical stimulation were conducted in the same leg at different times.
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Stainless steel hook electrodes were inserted for differential EMG recordings.
EMG recordings were filtered in hardware only (BP 33000 Hz). All force, EMG
and stimuli data were sampled at 100 kHz.
All other data analysis was conducted in Matlab. All data reported for the
medial gastrocnemius was broken in arbitrarily defined bins on the basis of
iEMG value. To determine stimuli needed for 95% maximum iEMG in soleus
and lateral gastrocnemius, a Weibull cumulative distribution function was fit
to data points. The confidence interval generated by the curve fit was used to
define the 99% confidence interval of the required stimuli.
Samples tested for statistically significant differences were first tested for
normality with the Lilliefors test (α = 0.05) and then tested with the unpaired
two-tailed Student’s t test (α = 0.05). All sample groups tested were found to
be of normal distribution, except for the axon size data, which was tested with
the Mann-Whitney U test. All data points listed are mean ± s.e.m. or data ±
99% confidence interval (Fig. 4c,d).
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